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At Hosking Partners we are not in the habit of commenting on ‘news flow’. However, last week’s 

release of the Federal Reserve’s Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR) arguably heralds 

a new, post-crisis chapter for the US banking industry: the largest ‘sector bet’ within our portfolio. At 

the same time that we are witnessing an ever more benign US regulatory environment, we are also 

seeing a resurgent Eurozone economy, a factor that has helped enable a ‘resolution’ of Monte dei 

Paschi di Siena, Italy’s fourth-largest bank, together with two other problem banks. Should Italy’s 

problem banks indeed be ‘resolved’, a key source of instability within the broader sector will have 

been reduced. As we outlined in a Hosking Post last year, ‘The Loneliness of the Long-Distance Bank 

Investor’, unlike business cycles, financial cycles are long and are measured in decades, not years. The 

financial cycle in the US is several years ahead of Europe. But the healing process, essentially the 

passage of time, on the scarred mental tissue of banking regulators, management teams and investors 

around the world is becoming more and more apparent.  In our opinion, valuations have yet to catch 

up. 

 
1 The financial cycle as measured by frequency-based (bandpass) filters capturing medium-term cycles in real credit, the credit-to-GDP ratio 

and real house prices.  2 The business cycle as measured by a frequency-based (bandpass) filter capturing fluctuations in real GDP over a 
period from 1 to 8 years. Source: Drehmann et al (2012), updated. 

Banging on about the BAnCs 

 

http://image.s7.exacttarget.com/lib/fe961372756d067974/m/1/Hosking+Post+-+The+Loneliness+of+the+Long-Distance+Bank+Investor.pdf
http://image.s7.exacttarget.com/lib/fe961372756d067974/m/1/Hosking+Post+-+The+Loneliness+of+the+Long-Distance+Bank+Investor.pdf
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The big picture takeaway from the US annual regulatory review of bank health is this: for the first time 

ever, all 33 banks ‘passed’. As a result, the average US bank will now pay out ALL of its earnings in 

dividends and share buybacks. Indeed, ten high capital ratio banks, including Citigroup (the second 

largest portfolio holding), will pay out over 100% of earnings. The Federal Reserve in these instances 

has effectively admitted to ‘over-capitalising’ these institutions - as close as one gets to a regulatory 

‘mea culpa’! In Europe, a return to growth has emboldened the Italian government to recapitalise 

troubled lenders with government money (as opposed to debt or deposit holders) under much less 

onerous terms than feared. Italian non-performing loans (NPLs), which peaked at €341bn in 2015 have 

fallen some 20% this year alone with UniCredit’s €17.7bn disposal, Monte dei Paschi di Siena’s €26bn 

securitisation and the transfer of Vicenza and Veneto’s NPLs to a state owned bad bank.  

 

These developments make us increasingly optimistic that, after a decade of ever rising capital ratios, 

the regulatory pendulum is swinging back in favour of equity holders of these crucial pillars of modern 

economic development.  US banks are returning to their traditional role of reliable, high distribution 

equities and are doing so in the lowest interest rate environment on record. For long-suffering 

shareholders such as our clients, the crumb of comfort resultant from a decade of bashing is ‘at least 

they bought back a ton of shares’. At the current run rate, the large US banks are retiring circa 1% of 

the equity per quarter at depressed valuations. As Buffett quipped in his annual shareholders letter 

when discussing the impact of buy backs on his investment in Bank of America: 

 

"We very much like this behaviour because we believe the repurchased shares have in most cases been 

underpriced. (Undervaluation, after all, is why we own these positions.) When a company grows and 

outstanding shares shrink, good things happen for shareholders." 

 

To put the CCAR numbers into context, the top six US banks are now set to return circa $100bn 

over the next 12 months. That amount is equal to the US Federal Government’s spending on education 

and in excess of the combined market cap of the ‘big three’ US domestic airlines (Delta, United and 
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American Airlines). After a decade of post-crisis consolidation, these six banks are now hugely 

profitable in absolute dollar terms though in relation to their vast equity bases, the figures are, of course, 

less impressive (RoEs are in the 6-12% range). These six banks are now dominant across the US, 

accounting for over 60% of deposits, up from just 17% in 1970. The US banking sector is now 

consolidated, profitable and returning those profits to shareholders.  

 

Whilst conscious of ‘broken record syndrome’ the implication of such a new chapter on the valuation 

of the US banks held in the portfolio could be significant. Whilst US bank shares experienced an 

immediate ‘post-Trump bump’, the US Banks Index  (BKX) trailed the S&P index by 6.3% this year-to-

date up to the release of the CCAR (BKX +3.8%, S&P +10.1%).  Sitting on average valuations of circa 

1x stated book, in broad terms the market value of these companies would need to double to achieve 

pre-crisis valuations. Whilst such a doubling scenario would appear outrageous to some, the 

unprecedented level of industry consolidation, underappreciated ‘safety’ as a result of higher capital 

ratios (which, all else equal, should reduce the cost of equity) and ‘under-earning’ due to artificially 

low interest rates are all powerful potential share price drivers. The new CCAR regime places large 

US banks we own on 8-12% ‘cash’ yields (made up of buy backs and dividends). If share prices were 

to double this would, in our view, reduce these ‘yields’ to that of developed market telecom operators 

such as Verizon, BT and Vodafone – not a completely inconceivable outcome?  

 

Hosking Global Portfolio % held Price to book 

US banks equity 5.43 1x 

US banks TARP Warrants 1.26 1x 

Italian banks 1.87 0.7x 

UK banks 2.28 1x 

Other banks 3.16 1x 

Total 14.00 1x 

S&P 500 Index - 3.1x 

 

Source: FactSet 
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An additional benefit of the increased pay outs resulting from CCAR for the portfolio is the substantial 

value this is likely to bring to our long-dated TARP Warrants. These securities, issued to the US 

government in 2009 during the Financial Crisis-era bailouts, have a valuable adjustment mechanism 

that reduces the conversion (strike) price should the issuer pay dividends over a certain threshold. 

This allow holders to purchase the underlying security at a lower level.  At the time of issuance in 

2009 the idea that the top six US banks would distribute $100bn in one year was probably seen as 

unlikely - the total bill for TARP cash injections into these companies was $170bn. We are very grateful 

for the foresight of the drafters of these documents! As the graphic below aims to demonstrate, the 

dividend adjustments to our Bank of America TARP warrants for the ‘post CCAR’ period (2017-2019) 

will likely be 4-5x greater than those of the preceding seven years. These are valuable, long-dated 

securities that we hold in various US financials (expiries ranging 2019-2021). 

 

Capital returns drive enhanced value in Bank of America TARP warrants 

 

  

 

Note: These warrants allow the holder to purchase one BAC share, currently priced at $25.0.  The current market price for these warrants 

is $12.6.  * Hosking Partners forecasts.  Source:  FactSet, Hosking Partners. 
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For those looking for confirmation ‘data points’ on the long-term outlook for US banks, we need look 

no further than the conversion of $5bn of Bank of America (BAC) preferred stock by Berkshire 

Hathaway. On Friday of last week, Berkshire announced it will become BAC’s largest shareholder, 

swapping the ‘safety’ of a fixed interest security for the ‘upside’ of an equity investment.  Given 

Berkshire’s predilection for ‘quality’ companies, perhaps Buffett and Munger groupies will look afresh 

at the ‘franchise’ that is BAC? This is a franchise that stewards 10% of US deposits, is retiring equity 

at around 6-7x normalised earnings and has a digital banking strategy that is reshaping the business 

model. Your author provocatively suggests that BAC might well become the ‘Facebook’ of the next 

market cycle…Will the only thing to save Bank of America, Citigroup, JP Morgan and Wells Fargo 

from FANG style combined acronym status be a lack of vowels? (our best attempt at an acronym is 

‘The BAnCs’!)  

 

Django Davidson 

7 July 2017 
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Hosking Partners LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is also registered as an Investment 

Adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The investment products and services of Hosking Partners LLP are 

only available to Professional Clients for the purpose of the Financial Conduct Authority’s rules and this document is intended 

for Professional Clients only. 

 

Opinions expressed are current as of the date appearing in this document only. This document is produced for information 

purposes only and does not constitute: 

 

1. an offer to buy nor a solicitation to sell, nor shall it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract or 

commitment whatsoever or 

2. a personal recommendation to invest with Hosking or legal, regulatory, tax, accounting, investment or other advice. 

 

Opinions included in this material constitute the judgment of the author at the time specified and may be subject to change 

without notice. Hosking Partners LLP is not obliged to update or alter the information or opinions contained within this 

material. Hosking has taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this document is accurate at the 

time of publication; however it does not make any guarantee as to the accuracy of the information provided. While many of 

the thoughts expressed in this document are presented in a factual manner, the discussion reflects only the author’s beliefs 

and opinions about the financial markets in which it invests portfolio assets following its investment strategy, and these beliefs 

and opinions are subject to change at any time. 

 

Certain information contained in this material may constitute forward-looking statements, which can be identified by the use 

of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “target,” “project,” “projections,” 

“estimate,” “intend,” “continue,” or “believe,” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable 

terminology. Such statements are not guarantees of future performance or activities. Due to various 

risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or the actual performance may differ materially from those reflected or 

contemplated in such forward-looking statements. 

 

Please note that different types of investments, if contained within this material, involve varying degrees of risk and there can 

be no assurance that any specific investment may either be suitable, appropriate or profitable for a client or prospective 
client’s investment portfolio. 

 

The information contained in this document is strictly confidential and is intended only for use of the person to whom 

Hosking Partners LLP has provided the material. No part of this report may be divulged to any other person, distributed, 

and/or reproduced without the prior written permission of Hosking Partners LLP. 
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